
Excerpt from “Christopher Hawtrey: Into the Dark” 

 

Christopher watched from the back seat of the car as the first steeples of the school came 

into view above the trees. This was far from his first visit to the idyllic Alps, but he couldn’t 

suppress the butterflies that churned in his stomach. This was it. After years of waiting, he was 

finally being admitted into Saint Michael’s. 

 For two years now, since he first gained majority, he’d been petitioning to join the 

prestigious and clandestine school. Not even the five-figure application fee that was demanded 

with each enrollment request was enough to dissuade him. Not that such a sum meant all that 

much to him, given the size of his inheritance. 

 Christopher clutched the acceptance letter in his hand, unable to relinquish it back into 

his suitcase. It bore the same signature as the mountain of paperwork that he and his lawyer 

pored over for the last week. He’d signed so many releases, arbitration contracts, and indemnity 

forms. His lawyer assured him that everything was legal and he was in no greater danger of 

permanent physical or mental injury than any other trip abroad might entail. Even so, in 

comparison to the three pieces of paper that Christopher’s last safari had required, Saint 

Michael’s required a novel of legalese. But that was all behind him now. All that remained of 

that seemingly endless stream of forms and waivers was here, in his hand. His letter of admission 

for the fall semester at Saint Michael’s University. 

 There was a break in the treeline and he could finally see the school proper. Two 

buildings, the first much larger than the second, jutted proudly from the hillside overlooking the 

small lake. The elder building was a thing of gothic grandeur restored to a level of grandeur akin 

to the finest cathedrals that Europe had to offer. But this place was not meant for just any kind of 

tourist. A deeply specific purpose lay behind the walls. A shiver ran through Christopher as he 

began to imagine what it must have been like for the heretics who were made to walk this path 

during Saint Michael’s original tenure. 

 The car began to round the lake, crossing a small stone bridge of rather quaint 

construction compared to that of the school. One final left turn and it was made to stop at the 

wrought-iron gates of the school grounds. A man, dressed smartly in a leather uniform, eyes 

obscured by dark glasses, stepped from the guardhouse and rapped on the back window. 

Christopher suppressed another shiver as the glass divider of the window descended. 

 “Papers,” the guard demanded curtly, holding out a single gloved hand. 

 “Y-Yes, Christopher Hawtrey. I am expec-.” 

 “Papers. Now.” The guard’s voice brooked no argument. 

 “Of course. Sorry.” Christopher quickly passed on the acceptance letter with a trembling 

hand. 

 The guard took the paper, unfolded it, read it carefully, refolded it, then stuffed it into an 

interior pocket of his jacket. Without another word to Christopher, he returned to the guard house 

and the gate parted for the car, which rolled through slowly. Christopher couldn’t keep his eyes 

off of the heavy iron gate as it swung closed again. It would be at least six months before he 



would be able to leave again. The gates closed with a clamor of metal on metal and Christopher 

shook, forced to release the shiver in his spine that the guard’s slow scrutiny had provoked. 

 The school grew somehow larger as the car approached. At a few hundred feet away, 

Christopher could no longer see the tops of the spires from his vehicular vantage point. At a 

hundred, he could make out the intricate stone inlays and stained glass reliefs of various forms of 

punishment and absolution. His eyes lingered on the stained glass depiction of a man stretched 

out on a rack, little cherubs pressing hot irons into his torso. Something within him stirred at the 

thought of it, and he had to force himself to look away. 

 The car pulled around to the back of the house and slowed to a stop in the shadow cast by 

that marvelous structure. For the first time since leaving the airport at least an hour ago, the 

doors and the manacles that held Christopher’s feet in place finally unlocked. 

He had arrived. 

 

 Christopher stepped out of the car, his trepidation matched only by his resolve to see this 

through. He could still opt out. He knew that. His lawyer had explained it to him in detail. But as 

soon as he walked down those stairs and entered that door he would become legal property of the 

school until the end of the semester. Six months as the property of an institution specialized in 

techniques and lessons that would transform his way of thinking -- turn him into the ideal 

submissive. 

 The very notion sent shivers down his spine. It had haunted his most frustrated dreams. It 

had been his dirty little secret for so long. But after he walked through those doors, he would not 

be allowed such secrets. Or at least he hoped not. 

 The steps came slowly. Each one felt more monumental than the last. By the time he was 

halfway down, Christopher knew that he would not be turning back. But still, each little descent 

came less easily than the one preceding it. Until, finally, he was at the door. 

It was a simple thing. Cold, unflinching steel. A utility door. The kind of thing you would see at 

the back of any building. It would lead to the boiler room or some dank back stair. It was the 

entrance for servants and machinery, ready to spend the rest of their days toiling for the comfort 

of others. 

 The handle turned easily and the door pulled open smoothly. Much more smoothly than 

its heft would suggest. The fresh air from outside was quickly overwhelmed by an onrush of air 

from within. The air stank of the acrid sting of rubber mixed with the damp, earthy smell of 

sweat. It was a smell that elicited a certain shame-tinged excitement. 

Inside was nearly pitch black, and Christopher had to squint to make out a pair of small, 

naked bulbs hanging in wire cages. They scarcely illuminated the squat stone-lined hallway that 

led to a pair of double-doors similar in design to the one he currently passed though. He took a 

step into the gloom, attempting to let his eyes adjust. 

 With a swift motion all its own, the door slammed shut behind him with a deafening 

crash. The weight of the door battered against Christopher, who had not yet fully crossed the 



threshold from his old life into this new one. He was just able to keep his footing as he was thrust 

into the hallway and the light of the outside world was sealed away. 

 In a moment of panic, Christopher slammed himself against the door, searching for the 

knob that would let him back out. His eyes were not yet adjusted enough to see, but that did not 

prevent his hand from scrabbling to find what wasn’t there to be found. He sunk to his knees. His 

nerves shaken, his resolve shattered, he now had no choice but resignation and acceptance of the 

role that he had so deeply coveted. 

 Christopher rose to his feet and shuffled toward the doors on the opposite side of the hall, 

certain that the smell of too many bodies pressed too closely together was coming from the other 

side. Resigned to his fate, the steps forward came to him more easily than those that led him 

down the stairs. Those steps faltered slightly when he saw a small barred window just to the left 

of the double-doors, a faint light shining from it into the grim hall. And a human-shaped shadow 

moving against that light. 

 Even in his current state, Christopher knew that such a window bore no hope of escape. 

But perhaps it was not yet too late to petition to be released. He dashed forward, ready to 

prostrate himself to whomever sat beyond that obstructed portal. He had always been something 

of a sweet-talker. He was certain that he could recant his desire for admission and be on his way 

back to the comfort of home within the hour. 

 Doing his best to edge the panic out of his voice, Christopher began his spiel. “Hello 

there, my name is Chri-” He was stopped short by the face that greeted him on the other side. Or, 

rather, the lack thereof. Beyond the bars stood something that Christopher had only ever seen in 

video. A woman encased head-to-toe in white latex. The figure’s face was fully obscured and 

nearly shapeless. Christopher could only guess at their gender by the prominent, individually-

pocketed breasts that jutted outward from their chest. 

 The latex creature said nothing, but handed Christopher an ornate leather belt decorated 

with a simple ring at the middle and a pair of metal studs on either end. It then pointed to a 

similarly ornate belt around its neck, indicating what it wanted Christopher to do with his own. 

He hesitated, the leather feeling heavy beyond its mass in hands. This had been a day full of 

monumental decisions -- the plane trip, being put in the car and driven out to Gods only knew 

where. The gate, the stairs, and the door had felt like they would be the most harrowing of those 

decisions, but the strip of leather in his hand far outstripped all of them with its gravity. 

 In a swift motion, like pulling off a well-entrenched bandage, Christopher wrapped the 

leather around his neck. It connected with a tiny, innocuous “click” that felt louder in his ears 

than either the gate or the door before it. His entire body shook with anxiety and anticipation. His 

fingers explored the collar that now snugly clung to his neck. It was clearly made just for him, as 

there was barely a finger’s worth of give between it and his tender flesh. He tugged lightly, and 

the collar tugged with him. 

 The figure then handed him a larger belt and mimed wrapping it around its waist. 

Christopher did so, feeling the belt click together at the back, just as the collar had. Two pairs of 

nondescript leather cuffs then followed, one for wrists, another for ankles. They slipped on just 



as easily, requiring no form of buckle or lock, but simply snapping together at their ends. The 

latex figure did one last mime, instructing Christopher to place his wrists against his hips. He did 

so, reluctantly, and was rewarded with a tugging sensation as the cuffs pulled themselves firmly 

against the leather belt, trapping his wrists at his waist. 

 The figure behind the window pressed a button on the shelf in front of them. A loud 

buzzing filled the air, followed by the unmistakable sound of the double-doors unlocking. As 

they slowly, loudly, slid open, the smell of humanity grew all the more intense. Two dozen pairs 

of eyes all fixed themselves on Christopher as he stared back. A small throng of people, all 

bound exactly as he now was, milled about in the room beyond. They made no move for the 

door, or any move at all, really. He thought it wise to do the same. 

 The collar had other ideas, though. A small jolt of electricity at the back of his neck 

became quickly more insistent, urging him forward. He acquiesced, and the jolts lessened with 

each step forward. Finally, he passed into the not-large-enough room, pressing himself against 

the rest of the students there. The doors closed slowly behind him, screeching with the pain of 

metal on stone until they banged shut once again. 


